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Abstract- Attack graphs are useful for network defenders, illustrating paths an attacker can use to gain access to a targeted
network. Defenders can then focus their efforts on patching the vulnerabilities and configuration errors thatallow the
attackers the greatest amount of access.We describe the optimal placement of intrusion detection system (IDS) sensors
andprioritization of IDS alarms, using attack graph analysis. Our attack graphs predict the various possible ways of
penetrating a network to reach critical assets. .We have created a new type of attack graph, the multiple-prerequisitegraph,
and that scales nearly linearly as the size of a typical network increases. We have built a prototype system usingthis graph
type. In particular, automated analysis of network configuration and attacker exploits provides an attack graph showing all
possiblepaths to critical assets. We then place IDS sensors to cover all these paths, using the fewestnumber of sensorsthe
prototype uses readily available source data to automatically compute network reachability, classify vulnerabilities, build
the graph, and recommend actions to improve network security.Then, through our predictive vulnerability-based attack
graphs, weprioritize IDS alarms based on their level of threat (attack graph distance) to critical assets. The predictive power
of our attack graphs then provides the necessary context for appropriate attack response.We have tested the prototype on
an operational network with over 180 nodes, where it helped to discover a previously unknown configuration error.
Keywords:-IDS,MOGA,Attack Graphs.
I.INTRODUCTION
While one of the primary focuses of the various attack graph efforts is to identify how an adversary can chain together
vulnerability exploitations to increase his capability, the papers rarely explicitly define what they consider a vulnerability. Definition
of a vulnerability as “Errors in computer systems and programs ... that enable users to violate the site security policy” the word
“vulnerability” is used regularly throughout the computer security literature, especially on attack graphs, we have not been able to
identify a definition for it that is both concise and functional with respect to evaluating attack graph efforts.[5]
Defending large enterprise networks is very difficult. Adefender must be able to locate all paths into the networkand prevent
attackers from using them; an attacker needs tofind only one unprotected path. A network defender has theadvantage of intimate
knowledge of the network, such asthe ways traffic may move through it, the services runningon it, and the vulnerabilities in those
services. A defendercan use that knowledge to improve situational awareness.An attackgraph shows the ways an attacker can
compromise a networkor host. Defenders can then use the attack graph toidentify critical bottlenecks and work to secure those
bottleneckhosts and services first.[8]
II. VULNERABILITY ANALYSIS
To evaluate the security of a network of client and server, a security analyst must take into account the effects of interactions
of local vulnerabilities and find global security holes introduced by interconnection. A typical process for vulnerability analysis of
a network is shown in Figure 1. Using this local vulnerability information along with other information about the network, such as
connectivity between clients and server, the analyst produces an attack graph. Each path in an attack graph is a series of exploits,
which we call actions, that leads to an undesirable state. An example of an undesirable state is a state where the intruder has obtained
administrative access to a critical host.

As shown in Figure 1. Each box in the graph designates a single intruder action. A path from one of the boxes at the top of the graph
to one of the boxes at the bottom is a sequence of actions corresponding to an attack scenario.At the end of any such scenario, the
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intruder has broken the network security in some way.[4]
In traditional network defense, IDS sensors are placed at network perimeters, and configured to detect every attempt at intrusion.
But if an attacker manages to avoid detection at the perimeter, and gain a toehold into the network, his traffic on the internal network
is unseen at the perimeter. Also, in today’s highly distributed grid computing, network boundaries are no longer clear. Organizations
have a desire to detect malicious traffic throughout their network, but may have limited resources for IDS sensor deployment.
Moreover, IDS usually report all potentially malicious traffic, without regard to the actual network configuration, vulnerabilities,
and mission impact. Given large volumes of network traffic, IDS with even small error rates can overwhelm operators with false
alarms. Even when true intrusions are detected, the actual mission threat is often unclear, and operators are unsure as to what actions
they should take.[6]
To address these weaknesses, we focus on protecting the network assets that are mission critical. By analyzing the
network configuration, including topology, connectivity limiting devices such as firewalls, vulnerable services, etc., and matching
it to known attacker exploits, we create a map of all possible attack paths through the network leading to compromise of missioncritical assets. This map (organized as an attack graph) provides the requirements forplacing sensors within the attack paths to
mission-critical assets. In this way, all potentially malicious activity on critical paths is monitored. Conversely, no sensors are
needed for monitoring traffic that does not lie on critical paths, helping to reduce costs and operator overload. In particular, our
approach places sensors to cover all attack paths to critical assets, using the fewest number of deployed sensors.
Further, through the predictive power of attack graphs using known network vulnerabilities, we prioritize IDS alarms based on the
level of threat they represent to critical assets. For example, we can give lower priority to alarms that lie outside critical attack paths.
The graph is included here for illustrative purposes only, so we omit the description of specific details. Attack graphs can serve as
a useful tool in several areas of network security, including intrusion detection, defense, and forensic analysis.
1. Attack Graphs
In general, the attacker’s actions movethe system “toward” some undesirable (from the system’s point of view) state, and
thedefender’s actions attempt to counteract that effect. For instance, in a computer network the attacker’s actions would be the steps
taken by the intruder to compromise the network, and the defender’s actions would be the steps taken by the system administrator
to disrupt the attack. The specifics of how each agent is represented in an attack model depend on the typeof the system that is under
attack.An attack model is a general formalism suitable for modeling a variety of situations.[6]
The defender is an agent whose explicitpurpose, in opposition to the attacker, is to prevent this occurrence. The system itself
isoblivious to the fact that it is under attack. It goes through its normal routine accordingto its purpose and goals regardless of the
actions of the active agents.Abstractly, an attack graph is a collection of scenarios showing howa malicious agentcan compromise
the integrity of a target system.With a suitable model of the system, wecan use model checking techniques to generate attack graphs
automatically [13, 14, 15].In this context, correctness properties specify the negation of the attacker’s goal: anexecution is correct
with respect to the property if the attacker does not achieve his goalfor that execution.We call such properties security properties.An
example of a securityproperty in a computer network would be a statement like “the intruder cannot get rootaccess on the web
server.”
Network attack graphs represent a collection of possible penetration scenarios in a computernetwork. Each penetration
scenario is a sequence of actions taken by the intruder,typically culminating in a particular goal—administrative access on a
particular host, accessto a database, service disruption, etc.
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2. Network Attack Model

Our approach is to capture the network configuration, from which we predict attack pathsthrough the network, and use the predicted
paths for sensor placement, alarm prioritization, and attack response. As shown in Figure 2, we scan the network to discover hosts,
their operating system, application programs, and vulnerable network services. We also capture network connectivity, including the
effects of devices such as firewalls and router access control lists (ACLs). With the resulting network model, a database of modeled
attacker exploits, and a specification of threat origin and critical network assets, we compute an attack graph, asdescribed in. This
graph, computed in worst-case quadratic time [6], comprises all known attacks through the network.
As we describe in the next section , the attack graph guides the placement of IDS sensors, for monitoring attacks against known
vulnerabilities. In fact, our sensor placement solution is optimal, in the sense that the attack graph is entirely covered, using the
fewest possible sensors. We then use the attack graph to correlate and prioritize any resulting IDS alarms, based on attack proximity
to critical network assets, and to formulate optimal attack responses.
A network attack model is an attack model where the system is a computer network,the attacker is a malicious agent trying
to circumvent the network’s security, and thedefenderrepresents both the system administrator(s) and security software installed
onthe network. A state transition in a network attack model corresponds to a single actionby the intruder, a defensive action by the
system administrator, or a routine networkaction.Real networks consist of a large variety of hardware and software pieces, most of
Which are not involved in cyber attacks.
III.SECURITY RISK ANALYSIS
Modelers generally think about security in terms of threats, risks, and losses . Good models provide a rationale for measurements,
and these models can be updated and calibrated as new data becomes available. A data model can also be used to automate security
calculations. Some of the benefits of automating security metrics calculations are:
Accuracy: Accuracy is required to trust the data that is collected and to develop consensus about the results.
Repeatability: This is another important component of trust. If two measurements of a target can give the same consistent result,
then the data can be trusted.
Reliability: Automation of data collection will result in more reliability as it is not prone to human errors.
Transparency: The steps used to derive the metrics are readily apparent, and they are accurately documented.
Security metrics have been suggested based on criteria compliance, intrusion detection, security policy, security incidents, and
actuarial modeling. Statistical methods (Markov modeling, Bayesian networks, etc.) have been used in measuring network
security[9]
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Security Risk Analysis of Enterprise Networks Using Attack Graphs
In this section, we present our methodology for security risk analysis of Enterprise Networks using Attack Graphs. We
explain our methodology using example. Below example presents the methodology using a single vulnerability.
Attack graphs provide the cumulative effect of attack steps to show how each of these steps can potentially enable an attacker to
reach their goal. However, one limitation of an attack graph is that it assumes that a vulnerability can always be exploited. In reality,
there is a wide range of probabilities that different steps can be exploited. It is dependent on the skill of the attacker and the difficulty
of the exploit. Attack graphs show what is possible without any indication of what is likely.

Figure-3
In the simple example of Figure 3, there is a firewall controlling network access from the Internet to the DMZ subnet of an
enterprise network. The Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) is typically used to place publicly accessible servers, in this case the web server.
The firewall protects the host in DMZ and only allows external access to ports necessary for the service. In this example, Internet
is allowed to access the web server through TCP port 80, the standard HTTP protocol and port. Suppose a vulnerability scan is
performed on the web server, and a vulnerability is identified. The CVE ID of the discovered vulnerability is CVE-2006-3747.
Using this ID as a key, one can query the National Vulnerability Database (NVD) and obtain a number of important properties of
the vulnerability. Below is an excerpt from the information retrieved from NVD about CVE-2006-3747.[9]
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
1.Optimal Sensor Placement
For such optimal placement of sensors, we must first discover all attack paths to critical assets, i.e., the attack graph.
These critical paths will define the sources and destinations of traffic to be monitored. Then, through analysis of network topology,
we can identify sensor locations that cover the critical paths. Consider the network on the left side Figure 4. There are 8 subnets,
with various hosts in each subnet, and routers (and the internet backbone) providing connectivity among the subnets.
There are vulnerabilities on many of the network hosts. Though not shown explicitly, assume there are firewalls, router ACLs, etc.
in place to limit connectivity and help protect the network. Still, vulnerabilities remain on the network, and many are related, giving
an attacker new vantage points for launching attacks and further penetrating the network.
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Figure:4
The right side of Figure 4 is a high-level overview of attacks through this network. Here, we assume that critical network assets
reside in Subnet 3. The attack graph then shows all possible paths into Subnet 3, at the subnet-to-subnet level. Again, the attack
graph is discovered through exhaustive analysis of network vulnerabilities and their interdependencies. At the level of detail
shown (on the right side of the figure), a subnet box represents the collection of machines in a subnet, and an arrow means there is
at least one vulnerable connection from one subnet to another. Of course, there may be much more connectivity through the network
than shown in the attack graph, and many of these other connections may in fact be vulnerable to attack. But by definition the attack
graph includes all paths leading to compromise of the given critical assets (in this case, in Subnet 3), so any other vulnerabilities
can be safely ignored. Now, given the knowledge of critical paths through the network, we can analyze the network topology for
placing sensors to cover all paths. To minimize costs, we seek to cover all critical paths (the attack graph) using the least number
of sensors. This optimal sensor placement is an instance of the classical minimum set cover problem . Finding such minimum cover
is NPhard, so exhaustive search is needed for guaranteed optimal solutions. Fortunately, there is a polynomial-time greedy algorithm
for minimum set cover that gives good results in practice.[6]

Figure 5
Consider Figure 5, which is taken from the example in Figure 5. Here, through the network topology, we trace the routes of each
subnet-to-subnet edge of the attack graph. For example, the vulnerable connections from Subnet 1 to Subnet 2 are shown as a red
route, from Subnet 1 to Subnet 4 as a blue route, etc. The problem is then the selection of a minimum set of routers (sensors) that
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covers all the vulnerable connections in the attack graph.
The greedy algorithm for set covering follows this rule: at each stage, choose the set that contains the largest number of uncovered
elements. In our case, the sets are defined by the routers along critical paths:
• Router A covers {(1,2), (1,4), (4,5)}
• Router B covers {(1,2), (4,5)}
• Router C covers {(1,2), (4,5), (2,5)}
• Router D covers {(2,5), (4,5), (5,3)}
Here, the element (x, y) means vulnerable connections from Subnet x to Subnet y. A refinement of the greedy algorithm is to favor
large sets that contain infrequent elements. In this example, Router A is a large set (3 elements) with the infrequent element (1,4),
so we choose it first. In the next iteration, we choose Router D, which has the largest number of uncovered elements, i.e., (2,5) and
(5,3). At this point, we have covered all 5 elements
(vulnerable connections in the attack graph). Our sensor-placement solution is thus complete,shown in Figure 4 as red eyes at the
optimal sensor locations (Router A and Router D). In this instance, we have in fact found the actual optimal solution. Indeed, for
such a small example, we could easily solve it through exhaustive search. In general, the greedy algorithm will do no worse than
log(n) times the optimal solution, for n elements to be covered, though it usually does much better than this. Using appropriate data
structures, the greedy algorithm can be implemented in O(r), where r is the size of the input representation (number of elements
over all input sets). Better solutions for set cover may be possible through more sophisticated algorithms (typically with longer run
times), e.g., simulated annealing and evolutionary algorithms .
2.Alarm Prioritization and Attack Response

Figure:6 Priority of alarms via attack graph distance to critical assets.
We can prioritize alarms based on attack graph distance to critical assets. That is, attacks closer to a critical asset are given
higher priority, since they represent a greater risk. At any point 7that an attack is detected, we can use to graph to predict next
possible steps, and take specific actions such as blocking specific source/destination machines and destination port. For example,
in Figure 6, assume that the Priority-3 alert (within Subnet 2) is raised. At that point, we know that the attacker could next move
anywhere within Subnet 2, or could launch an attack from the victim machine against one particular machine in Subnet 5. Thus, to
prevent penetration towards the given critical network assets, traffic could be blocked from the victim machine to the Subnet-3
machine, for the specific ports corresponding to the two predicted exploits against it. This is the kind of highly focused attack
response capability provided by our predictive attack graphs.[6]
V. SENSOR PLACEMENT REPRESENTATION -1
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A feasible sensor placement is represented by n (i.e. number of network nodes) bits.
1.
2.

3.

To investigate the relations between the number of sensors and detection quality (in terms of the pair of detection rate and
false alarm rate), and search for placement given constraints on the number of sensors available to deploy
2.Designed to determine the minimum monitoring cost needed to detect certain amount of attacks, and the criteria of
amount of sensors is omitted. Nevertheless, given a reasonable budget, it is possible to effectively detect a majority of the
attacks if the sensors are optimally placed.
3.Multi-optimization technique can be a very powerful tool to help to find cost-effective sensor placements.[1]

1.MATHEMATICAL MODEL
1.1 Parameters to Search
Our implementation makes use of the versatile tool NS-2 . The major parameters for the optimization search are as follows: _rst
designing the attack graph ,second predictive attack path,third simulation of attack(DOS,WORM attack),fourth attack detection
sensor location,X-Graph analysis.
1.1 Experimental results

Figure 7: Attack from 70 node(client)on node 38(Server).

Figure 8: xgraphv7.tcl code for Attack from 70 node(client)on node 38(Server).
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Table.1: Analysis Table for sensor placement.

Example
v1.tcl
v3.tcl
v5.tcl
v7.tcl

No of sensor
3
4
5
7

False alarm rate
-0.0011
-0.0014
-0.0014
-0.0014

Monitoring cost
19
23
27
33

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Attack graphs, a field in which individual attacks are composed to create larger attackpaths, have grown in popularity in recent
years, but the lack of definitions, inconsistent use ofterms, and a lack of standard feature sets have made comparing and contrasting
different effortsvery difficult. In this paper presents our current work to develop a standard framework forcomparing and contrasting
attack graph.Our first efforts were to define the term “vulnerability”. The term is used freely in all thepublications and the definition
of which would appear obvious, but as we discovered the term isdifficult to define. Ultimately we defined a number of terms to
support our definition ofvulnerability, and finally had to fall back on “reasonable expectation” with regards to how we think the
network should behave. Next, we normalize the efforts by coming up with a standard representation of an attackgraph. We settled
on a node in the graph representing the entire system state, including variables in the network such as whether a particular
programming flaw exists in a program and the set ofidentities acquired by the adversary, and arcs in the graph representing the
adversary using anexploit to transform the system state. We claimed, but did not provide proof, that the other formsof attack graphs
could all be mapped to our form.
We also looked at the representation of exploits, but unlike the attack graphs them selves, the various efforts proved to be relatively
consistent in their design if not necessarily in their terminology. Virtually all efforts defined a set of preconditions that needed to
be met in order to carry out an exploit and a set of post-conditions that defined the changes in the system following the exploit.
With definitions and normalization efforts in place, we then developed an initial set of features by which we could compare attack
graph efforts. These features are (1) monotonic vs.non-monotonic exploits, (2) generating single attack path vs. all attack paths, (3)
forward vs. backward chaining execution engines, (4) building on existing frameworks vs. original code, (5)formal claims that can
be made about the system and results, and (6) the performance of the system in terms of performance and memory. To illustrate the
use of these features, we briefly applied them to three attack graph systems.
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